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16The proposal that sensory processing is achieved in segregated anatomical pathways has been profoundly
17revisited following the description of cross-modal anatomical connections both at higher and at lower processing
18levels. However, an understanding of the cortical extent of these long range cross-modal functional influences
19has beenmissing.Here,we use functionalmagnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) tomap, in the non-humanprimate
20brain, the cortical regions which are activated by both visual and tactile stimulations. We describe an unprece-
21dented pattern of functional visuo-tactile convergence, encompassing both low-level visual and somatosensory
22areas and multiple higher-order associative areas. We also show that the profile of this convergence depends on
23the physical properties of the mapping stimuli, indicating that visuo-tactile convergence is most probably even
24more prevailing than what we actually describe. Overall, these observations substantiate the view that the
25brain is massively multisensory.
26© 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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31 Introduction

32 Advances in neurosciences in the last decades have repeatedly chal-
33 lenged our views on the organization of cortical sensory processing.
34 Early anatomical (Kuypers et al., 1965) and lesion studies (Massopust
35 et al., 1965) led to the description of segregated anatomical pathways,
36 each processing a specific sensory modality. In 1991, Felleman and
37 Van Essen (1991) refined this view, proposing a massively parallel,
38 hierarchical processing organization of the visual system, in which the
39 initial sensory stages are performed by low level unimodal sensory
40 areas, while later processing stages are performed by multisensory
41 higher-order associative regions, such as the temporal cortex
42 (Barraclough et al., 2005; Beauchamp et al., 2004) or the parietal cortex
43 (Avillac et al., 2005; Duhamel et al., 1998; Guipponi et al., 2013; Schlack
44 et al., 2005; Sereno and Huang, 2006). The subsequent description of
45 heteromodal connection in early sensory processing areas (e.g. auditory
46 projections onto visual cortex or vice-versa: Falchier et al., 2002;
47 Rockland and Ojima, 2003; Cappe and Barone, 2005; somatosensory
48 projections onto auditory cortex or vice-versa: Cappe and Barone,
49 2005; Budinger et al., 2006; de la Mothe et al., 2006; Smiley et al.,
50 2007; visual projections onto somatosensory cortex: Wallace et al.,
51 2004) further nuanced this view, suggesting that multisensory process-
52 ing takes place at earlier processing stages than commonly admitted.
53 The contribution of these heteromodal projections to the modulation
54 of the response of early sensory neurons is confirmed both by single

55cell recording studies (Iurilli et al., 2012; Schroeder and Foxe, 2005;
56Vasconcelos et al., 2011) and functional neuroimaging studies (Amedi
57et al., 2001; Macaluso et al., 2000; Sathian et al., 1997). On the basis of
58the growing evidence for pervasive multisensory influences at all levels
59of cortical processing, Ghazanfar and Schroeder (2006) question, in a
60recent review, whether multisensory processing could actually be an
61essential property of neocortex.
62Here, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in the non-
63human primate allows us to capture the spatial pattern of visuo-tactile
64cortical convergence, the extent of which has been overlooked by previ-
65ous studies, both in low-level visual and somatosensory areas and in
66multiple higher-order associative areas. In particular, we show that
67the profile of this visuo-tactile convergence is functionally shaped by
68the physical properties of the stimuli used for the sensory mapping.

69Material and methods

70Ethical statement

71All procedures were in compliance with the guidelines of the
72European Community on animal care (European Community Council, Di-
73rectiveNo. 86–609, November 24, 1986). All the protocols used in this ex-
74periment were approved by the animal care committee (Department of
75Veterinary Services, Health & Protection of Animals, permit number 69
76029 0401) and the Biology Department of the University Claude
77Bernard Lyon 1. The animals' welfare and the steps taken to ameliorate
78suffering were in accordance with the recommendations of the
79Weatherall report, “The use of non-human primates in research”. The
80study involved two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, a male, 7 kg, age
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81 7 and a female, 5 kg, age 5), as accepted in non-human primate fMRI
82 studies. The animals were housed in twin cages (2 m2 by 2 m height in
83 total). The twin cages could be separated in two individual cages or
84 connected to form a unique housing for a pair of monkeys thus offering
85 the monkeys a socially enriched environment. This last configuration
86 was the norm. Twin cages communicated with a larger play cage
87 (4 × 1.5 × 2 m3) to which the monkeys were granted access on days
88 on which they were not involved in experiments. Light was switched
89 on and off at fixed hours (on: 7.30 a.m and off: 8 p.m), all year round.
90 Monkeys had free access to food pellets. Theywere also given fresh fruits
91 and nuts. During week days, monkeys had access to water during the
92 training sessions. Additional water and fruits were given in order to
93 achieve a minimum of 30–40 ml/kg of daily water intake. Animals had
94 free access to water starting from Friday late afternoon to Sunday night.
95 All cages were enriched with mirrors, hanging ropes, balls and foraging
96 baskets. No procedure thatmight cause discomfort or painwas undertak-
97 en without adequate analgesia or anesthesia. The specific surgical
98 procedures are detailed below. The general health status of the animals
99 was monitored every day by competent and authorized personal. In
100 agreement with the 3R ‘reduction’ recommendation, the two animals in-
101 volved in the present study were enrolled later in another experiment.

102 Subjects and materials

103 Two rhesus monkeys (female M1, male M2, 5–7 years old, 5–7 kg)
104 participated in the study. The animals were implanted with a custom-
105 made PEI plastic MRI compatible headset covered by dental acrylic.
106 The anesthesia during surgery was induced by Zoletil (Tiletamine-
107 Zolazepam, Virbac, 15 mg/kg) and followed by Isoflurane (Belamont,
108 1–2%). Post-surgery analgesia was ensured thanks to Temgesic
109 (buprenorphine, 0.3 mg/ml, 0.01 mg/kg). During recovery, proper
110 analgesic and a full antibiotic coverage was provided (long action
111 Terramycin, one injection during the surgery and one 5 days later,
112 0.1 ml/kg, i.m.). The surgical procedures conformed to the European
113 and National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of lab-
114 oratory animals.
115 During the scanning sessions, monkeys sat in a sphinx position in a
116 plastic monkey chair positioned within a horizontal magnet (1.5-T MR
117 scanner Sonata; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) facing a translucent
118 screen placed 90 cm from the eyes. Their head was restrained and
119 equipped with MRI-compatible headphones customized for monkeys
120 (MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany). A radial receive-only sur-
121 face coil (10-cm diameter) was positioned above the head. Eye position
122 was monitored at 120 Hz during scanning using a pupil-corneal
123 reflection tracking system (Iscan®, Cambridge, MA). Monkeys were
124 rewarded with liquid dispensed by a computer-controlled reward
125 delivery system (Crist®) thanks to a plastic tube coming to their
126 mouth. The task, all the behavioral parameters as well as the sensory
127 stimulations were controlled by two computers running with Matlab®
128 and Presentation®. The fixation point the monkeys were instructed to
129 fixate, as well as the visual stimuli, were projected onto a screen with
130 a Canon XEED SX60 projector. Tactile stimulations were delivered
131 through Teflon tubing and 6 articulated plastic arms connected to
132 istant air pressure electro-valves. Monkeys were trained in a mock
133 scan environment approaching to the best the actualMRI scanner setup.

134 Task and stimuli

135 The animals were trained to maintain fixation on a red central spot
136 (0.24° × 0.24°) while stimulations (visual or tactile) were delivered.
137 Themonkeyswere rewarded for stayingwithin a 2° × 2° tolerancewin-
138 dow centered on the fixation spot. The reward delivery was scheduled
139 to encourage long fixation without breaks (i.e. the interval between
140 successive deliveries was decreased and their amount was increased,
141 up to a fixed limit, as long as the eyes did not leave the window). The
142 two sensory modalities were tested in independent interleaved runs

143(see below for the organization of the runs). Stimulation strength was
144maximized in order to saturate the evoked neuronal response and
145induce an unambiguously strong percept for all types of stimuli.

146Visual stimulations
147Large field (32° × 32°) visual stimulations consisted of white bars
148(3.2° × 24.3°, horizontal, vertical, or 45° oblique) or white random
149dots on a black background (Fig. 1A). Three conditions were tested in
150blocks of 10 pulses (TR = 2.08 s): 1) coherent movement, with bars
151moving in one of the 8 cardinal directions or expanding or contracting
152random dots pattern (with 5 possible optic flow origins: center, upper
153left (−8°, 8°), upper right, lower left and lower right); each coherent
154movement sequence lasted 850 ms and 24 such sequences were
155pseudo-randomly presented in a given coherent movement block;
1562) scrambled movement, in which the different frames of a given coher-
157entmovement sequencewere randomly reorganized; 3) static, inwhich
158individual frames randomly picked from the coherentmovement visual
159stimuli sequences,were presented for 250ms. As a result, within a given
160block, 850 ms portions of the different stimuli (bars/dots/directions/
161origins) of the same category (coherent/scrambled/static) were
162pseudo-randomly interleaved. The movement related activations were
163reported for the parietal cortex in a previous paper (Guipponi et al.,
1642013). In the present paper, we focus on the static stimulations, so
165that in all analyses, the visual stimulation vs. fixation contrast
166corresponds to static visual stimuli compared to the fixation, except in
167the analysis presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

168Tactile stimulations
169They consisted of air puffs delivered to three different locations on
170the left and the right of the animals' body (Fig. 1B): 1) center of the
171face, close to the nose and the mouth; 2) periphery of the face, above
172the eyebrows; 3) shoulders (cf. Guipponi et al. (2013)). The intensity
173of the stimulations ranged from 0.5 bars (center/periphery) and 1 bar
174(shoulders), to adjust for the larger distance between the extremity of
175the stimulation tubes and the skin, as well as for the difference in hair
176density. The inter-stimulus interval for air-puff presentation was ran-
177dom (mean of 1210 ms, s.d. of 148 ms). Though the air-puff delivery
178system produced a weak noise at air-puff production, the entire system
179was placed outside theMRI room and the noise could thus not reach the

Fig. 1. Stimulation fMRI protocol. A. Two examples of whole field visual stimuli: optic
flows and large-field bars. These stimuli were assembled to evoke either static, coherent
movement or scrambled dynamic visual stimulation. B. Tactile stimulations: air-puffs
were delivered to the center of the face, the periphery of the face, or the shoulders, simul-
taneously on the left and right sides of the monkeys. C. fMRI block design. Visual runs
consisted of a pseudorandom association offixation blocks (F), coherent visual movement
blocks (Co), scrambled visual movement blocks (Sc) and static visual stimulation blocks
(St). Tactile runs consisted of a pseudorandom association of fixation blocks (F), center
of the face tactile stimulations (Ct), periphery of the face tactile stimulations (Pe) and
shoulder tactile stimulations (Sh).
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